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President's Note

A S H M I T A  B I D
P R E S I D E N T  2 0 1 9 - 2 0

Hello!
 

The beginning of a term is always an exciting time for a society, and
I am especially honoured and proud this year as it marks our first
year of successful establishment as a student club at SIM GE.

 
I would like to thank SIM Student Development, our entire 2018-19
Committee for their immense contribution to the growth of this

community and the society, and all those who supported us during
our formation years.

 
The year ahead will pave way for our writers to help us reach the

vision ideated by our new Executive Committee.
 

The introduction of Unfiltered was our promise to all our readers
since Day One, the platform where we publish and showcase their

work to our audience.
 

Unfiltered is a tri-annual newsletter that will be published to
showcase the best of what our writers have to offer.
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2019 COMMITTEE

President's Office

A S H M I T A  B I D
P R E S I D E N T

A N U S H K A  M A T H U R
S E C R E T A R Y

H A R S H I T A  G A R G
V I C E  P R E S I D E N T
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2019 COMMITTEE

Executive Committee

VARNAPRIYA PRAKASH
D I R E C T O R

E D I T O R I A L

NIRUPA SUNDARAVEL
D I R E C T O R

P U B L I C A T I O N S
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SNIPPETS

Fly Away

- Anna

Trains of thought in my
head, all colliding together
at once.
I enter the rabbit hole, and
tumbled, falling helter-
skelter.
Voices in my head try to
control me, irresistible and
seductive.
In futile ambition, I dull
my senses with alcohol
and booze.
Life is such a bane. 

Oh, my love!
You may set me ablaze with the flames of my

unrequited love for, they may engulf me, but will
never douse my love. After all, my love for you is like
a phoenix, an emblem of immortality: it will reside in

my heart until time comes to a stop.
- Samiha
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Distance

-Harshita

Distance - be it, friend or
family

The pain is primary 
Unfamiliar Faces

Almost pitch up your
paces

You think you’re behind in
your races

Not being able to see that
one person 

Brings out your worst 
Maybe, waiting is not

vague
Maybe your distance is not

a mistake



SNIPPETS
Right Time

- Kimberly

Now is the right time.

So go and grab the chance.

Never be afraid of failure,

For a failure is always

better than regret.

While failure gives you an

experience,

Regret gives you

excruciating pain.

The Water
I just want to dive into the

water,

But you threw me in the

deep end of the pool to

swim.

You cut me deep; you cut

me loose.

I was like that girl who cried

wolf,

But this time, I won’t cry

anymore.

I’d rather be gone in a puff

of smoke,

Vanishing into thin air, into

nothingness.

- Bella
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Why do I feel  the thorns

when all I can see is the

rose?

OBLIVIOUS

- Crystal

When I used to care

about myself,

I was called selfish

But now,

When you started

caring about me,

I cared for you

selflessly!

- Shrasti

You



SNIPPETS
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Take me back to that chilly

night,

In a foreign land during the

winter time,

When the unknown was my

daily adventure,

When all I sought was

laughter and pleasure

SIMPLE PLEASURES

- Joo Li Ting

Magic
All this while I thought red

roses were 

The only ones that are rich

and classy

But when you stood beside

that bunch of beige roses,

You proved to me otherwise!

Not all roses will be fresh

and fragrant,

But even the dull colours are

brighter when

They are beside you.

You, are pure magic!

- Alamelu

Take me back to that chilly

night,

In a foreign land during the

winter time,

When the unknown was my

daily adventure,

When all I sought was

laughter and pleasure

Winter Winds

- Anna



POEMS

So many friends, so many

people,

Yet no one to talk to.

Her own mother abandoned her,

At her own walk.

 

She stood there in the dark,

Waiting to be held.

But little did she know,

That no one had cared.

 

She couldn’t open up to him,

He was struggling his own,

Just as confused.

And just as broke.

She remembers her mom say,

This is your own fight, dear. 

You have to battle on your own.

GUILT TRIPS

She wrote and she wrote,

Only never to express.

Once a perfect orator,

Now put to rest. 

 

In her head, there was a

whirlwind of thoughts.

She could neither articulate

nor could she stop.

Thinking of how she ruined

many,

She went on guilt trips every

night.

Cried and cried, until she saw

dawn light.

- Ketki
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POEMS

Green clouds engulf my mind,

Filling it with a deadly poison.

My heart is overloaded with pain, so excruciating.

Holding it in was impossible,

I cannot continue with this act;

No longer can I lie and say, “It’s nothing!”

I began to ponder and think of the black abyss I embodied.

I hate this constant feeling of contemplation !

I dread it. 

But I cannot stop this feeling,

I cannot anymore. 

As I break into an infinite number of pieces, 

I try to grab each piece. 

How does one define what infinity is?

When the baggage is too heavy to bear what cannot be

measured,

I fall, with little hope of rising again.

HOPE

- Maharasi
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POEMS

As the sound of the piano 

Floats across the room, 

A Whisper of a tear

Dances in her rheumy eyes.

 

A nostalgic mind,

Reminiscing memories

Of a picturesque cottage,

Above a quaint valley

On a serene mountain

By a moonlit lake.

 

Her mind flits back, 

To the midnight horse rides,

Below a star-lit infinity of

enthralling darkness,

To the blazing bonfire 

Frisking to the tunes of a flute 

That now, resonated against the

walls

- Srini

TRANQUIL

Guided by emotions,

Her fingers flit across the

keys of the piano, 

And as the fire blazes her

mind, 

Dewy-eyed,

She hopes for a shooting star

To steal her tears and grant a

wish,

Of a Long lost day.

 

Now a rhyme,

in her vast memory

Of a dreamy winter night 

In the beauty of tranquility.
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POEMS

The stormy night stood unwavering

Bold and fearless with all its might

Harsh winds destroying everything in its path

Fear surrounding its arrival

People running to their shelters

Leaving the storm all alone to

Wreak havoc in its wake

But in their fear, the people failed to see her true self

Her center being calm as ever

She creates a force around herself

Her might rendered only to protect herself

Rendering the wrath of patient Mother Nature

The mother who is always calm

Until it hurt to a point, where she can’t hold back

Not without reminding her children to correct their path

To become more human and less like monsters

Stepping over others, devaluing people

She makes them kneel before her

To remind them that they are meniscal

Beneath her wrath, lies her love

But in her fear, the people fail to see her true self..

- Anushka

HER TRUE SELF



POEMS

One night under the moonlight

By the lake, you stood

As I watch from afar. 

You look at the full moon

And its reflection and wonder

If you ever met someone that

beautiful

Someone beautiful with their

flaws,

The flaws which the world saw

The flaws that didn't bother you.

You saw the beauty in those flaws.

I've been here watching you since

days

Coming over to this place

To find solace

To find the meaning of love

That you've never felt or let

another feel.

Under the moonlight, 

Your face lights up.

The peace and the breeze

Gives you a reason to wait for the

one:
- Ashmita
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MISCONCEIVED
The one meant for you.

The one whose beauty

Matches your definition of

beautiful

That girl might not be perfect

in all ways

But she'll be perfect for you

She'll give you what you want

What you come to find every

night

By the lake, solace

Her warm embrace  will

comfort you

And her kiss . . .

Will leave you wanting for

more

But you'll never get more 

Because . . . 

By the time you realise 

It'll be too late

The shapeshifter has had her

feed

And moved on to find another



POEMS

The storm inside me rages,

As my thoughts fill the pages,

Of a story that was never

meant to be written,

From the day you got me

smitten.

 

Words that poured like

torrential rain,

Inking my soul in dark terrain,

With lightning striking amidst

the clouds,

My heart screaming ever so

loud.

 

They say cascade is a fall,

One of timeless beauty,

A fall, not from grace,

But with grit and grace.

CASCADE

- Anchit & Jaishan
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The words fell through,

Melody in their descent,

Akin to the fall of water,

Cascading into a crescent.

 

The words reached a

crescendo,

In an orchestra of euphony,

A plethora of emotions,

Emerge from the chaos of

these motions. 

 

At last the writer was at peace,

With harmony in every

heartbeat,

For the words had flown

flawlessly,

Cascading into a perfect

symphony.



NARRATIVES
Bridging the gap
Bridges often connect two roads, two cities, two different
destinations.
They, also, connect two people.
These bridges have various names:
Some may call it love; some may call it friendship; some
may, also, call it hatred.
The one aspect which remains unchanged, though, is the
mutual connection which these bridges create, between
two ideals, between two souls.
 
They help in nurturing that unique bond, that forms
between the two individuals, over the course of time.
But what happens when that bridge starts to tremble due
to the various storms, it's facing, and, finally, succumbs?
When it turns into a dilapidated mess?
 
Does that connection, which was once so strongly built,
because of that bridge, also break? Wasn't that bridge
mighty enough to stay and face the turbulence of those
brutal squalls?
 
Will those two travellers ever get to experience that
warmth, that laughter, that bond, which they shared over
their journey, again?
Maybe they can take a different bridge, maybe a different
route, even if there isn't one; maybe they can discover one
together.
But are they enthusiastic enough, in being a part of that
new journey, together?
Do they still have that ray of hope, in their hearts, that will
encourage them to undertake this journey?
 
Time keeps waiting, for them to have answers, but they
don't. As darkness engulfs their once thoughtful minds,
they decide, what's broken can't be mended.
Perhaps, that eagerness in their hearts, died somewhere,
along the path, they had once travelled.
 
They lost hope and so did the bridge, for it knew, that had
those, who had travelled by it, appreciated it's presence,
they would have built it back. 

- Avantika
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Love is a strong feeling of affection, love
completes people, to love is to trust. It is
generated from the innermost self of a person,
where sometimes, people prefer to be secretive
and wouldn’t like sharing their feelings.
 
Love helps a person who has a low self-esteem.
For instance, he meets his crush and just like
that, it changes his entire day and mood yet he is
unable to express his feelings. It strengthens the
bond between individuals, where they tend to be
more caring and affectionate towards each other,
keeping aside the ups and downs they may have
encountered in the past.
Love can be compared to friendship. There are
no expectations and there is nothing you have to
give in return. 

Love

- Adip

Knight in the Shining Armour
I was in the emergency room, crying and
distraught. They took my blood pressure
and pulse, wheeled me into the observation
room. Wearing blue scrubs, you saunter in
quietly, but stoically, making your
presence felt. Since then, 
I was smitten and enamoured with you.
You were like a knight in shining armour, a
beacon to my darkness. 
Your velvety voice was so seductive,
although you were being professional. You
are the forbidden fruit, but it made me
yearn for you even more. 
My muse for endless songs, poems and
dances. Since then, I have been inspired to
join the ranks of the clan, and have
someone admire and covet me the same
way. I know it will never happen, but does
it hurt to dream?

- Estelle
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Demure and cultivated; she stands erect with just
enough credence to make one acknowledge her
soft confidence. Her inhaled identity concealed
beneath an expressionless face which masks her
reserve of hidden wonder. It is in her
agreeableness she finds comfort in the nicety of
privacy afforded to her by her invisible, titanium
boundaries, painted in a clear coat of politeness;
no, they’ll never intrude on her makeshift
reticence. “In this frame, I am inhibited.”, she
tells herself, her right palm, wet with
anxiousness. Her depth of thought and emotion
nearly as deep as her earned wisdom on Earth,
though unfairly balanced in vast cognitive
immersion.
 
Grounded in modesty and humble elegance, 
her adventure is hers. 

The Poised and Wonder Dichotomy

- R.C.

Adulting
From losing a 10-year-old friendship to making
new friends within 10 days is a big task. 
From having the whole class to play with to having
no one to sit beside you is a big pain. 
From liking every new song that comes on to being
stuck on that same old playlist is a big change.
From sharing everything with your family to
hiding your scars from them is a big decision.
From crying out loud to crying our souls out is big
dismay.
From finding your parents incomprehensible to
the only meaningful people in your life is a big
realisation. 
From being that cool careless kid to an annoyingly-
responsible-human is a big transformation.
Yes, your effect did do happy weird things to me,
Adulting.

- Harshita
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FINDING LOVE
b y  K

“What would you like to have sir?”,
The waiter asked. He said, “A table
with the perfect skyline view and

two glasses of wine, please.”
 

A couple of days later, he went back
to the same restaurant, awaiting his

perfect date.
 

He, instead, found his love sharing
the table with his best friend…

JANUARY
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ODE TO THE MOON
by Varna

JANUARY
U N F I L T E R E D P A G E   2 0

Luna won’t you be my lady love,
Allow me to serenade you, 

In the secret disguise of night.
Whispering words sweeter than honey,

And offerings of the finest gifts,
Beauty knows no bounds to you,

As an ethereal, ancient goddess you bask.
Glory be in your splendour, 
It measures up to none other.

 
Your features shrouded in utmost mystery,
A face unimaginably unique in each light.

So brilliantly you outshine every star,
For they gather ‘round you near and far.
With complexion paler than buttermilk,

And curving grooves so divine,
Darling Luna, won’t you be mine?



FEBRUARY
The season of love
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You stood there standing and staring at me while I
tried not to look at you. But your eyes, they called me.

I've got thoughts running in my mind. "Will it be
fallacious to look at you?" or "Is it all just in my head?"
Soon I realized, there's only me and you. The Rest all

perished, Burned in flames..

by Harshita

by Adithi

Looking straight into you,
I see hidden emotions,

broken hearts, 
eyes pretending to

sparkle and a thousand
unspoken words with a

strong "I don't give a
damn" smokescreen
attitude. If only the

mirror could express.

by Pasta

Through my heavy eyelids,
I glanced at my last packet of

hot and spicy Lays
In the mess of scattered cans

of red bull,
the bright rays of the sun
begin to shine once again

As I finally clicked the
"submit" button for my

assignment

UNSPOKEN
WORDS

YOU AND ME

IN THE MESS
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FEBRUARY
The season of love

ONCE AGAIN
by Nandini

Let’s just forget everything and start afresh,
Let’s just forget and forgive each other,

Let’s just spend days and nights looking at each other once
again.

Let’s talk the way we used to a long time back
Let’s fight and shout, but let's talk

Let’s just move past our winter and return to our summer
once again.

Let’s just forget the fights we had
Let’s just accept each other’s flaws

Let’s just break down each other’s walls
Let’s just complete each other once again

Let’s just smile when the other smiles
Let’s cry when the other is hurt 

Let’s accept the future we deserve
Let’s just confide in each other the way we once used to…



MARCH
Dealing with Adversity

Lips - uneven and plump,
A crooked smile lined with a haggard beard, 

Wrinkly dimples, misaligned eyebrows.
Not the slightest bit of attraction arose,

But the need to be held permeated through my very being.
 

Furrowed eyebrows traced with lust
With eyes that oozed sympathy, all that I could never trust

Your burly arms wrapped around the deformed being,
I no longer acknowledged as my own

 
I stood there, overwhelmed by your kindness

Paralyzed by the thought of losing it all
To fall into darkness once again.

For another soul, I could never touch. 
Another meaningless encounter

Perpetuating the curse of discontent
Yet I pulled in, towards the face

Of another empty vase, for which I felt nothing but disdain
Another scar that will forever remain.

AGAIN
by Renka
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MARCH
Dealing with Adversity
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The most ironic part of
love, 
Is that both sides,
Are meant not to have a
proper closure.
No matter how hard both
are trying,
One is accepting, while the
other is feeling guilty
One is hurting, while the
other is being selfish
 
 
At that moment, you’d
asked me,
"How do I get closure?"
I replied,
"Just stay."

b y  W e n n y  J o e

STAY

That mind of hers was crazy, her soul
wild

She oppressed them with a childlike
mentality

She was simply lonely.
And this was the only place that did not

make her feel as such
People came and left, similar to the ones

in her life
No stranger she was to estrangement, yet

somehow in here
Her heart was at peace, her brain

preoccupied
It helped keep her creeping insanity at

bay
Why couldn’t they understand her

desperate pleas?
Did she have to get on her knees?

Was profit all that mattered to them?
What about the happiness of the people

in that place?
Sure, her being there had no benefit to

them
And so, she was forced out for refusing to

leave
But still, she didn’t see anything wrong 

In not wanting to leave the supermarket.

b y  V a r n a

THE
RESISTANCE



CASCADE

TNT
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MEMBERS WORKSHOP SERIES
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